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We are not using any modern machinery to make this type of silver

things. This all work comes under handicraft. Mr. Dattatray Keshav

Yerankollu    was shown his art in Maharashtra as well as in Andhra

Pradesh Karnataka.
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About Us

I am Anant Prakash Yerankollu proprietor of the ‘Rekha Art’ from the last 28 years and today onwards

I am producing silver ornaments for different temple, Dharmashtale around district and specialy we

are making a Silver ornament for “Sarwajanik Navaratra Ganesh Utshav Mandal”. Before 75 years my

grandfather Mr. Dattatray Keshav Yerankollu had started ‘Rekha Art’ business and still this business

is going on. The fifth generation is handling this business. We are using traditional method to make

different kinds of silver ornament and silver things. We are not using any modern machinery to make

this type of silver things. This all work comes under handicraft. Mr. Dattatray Keshav Yerankollu was

shown his art in Maharashtra as well as in Andhra Pradesh Karnataka. The late Mr. Dattatray Keshav

Yerankollu was basically from Yeranakulam. It is in Kerala state. His grandfather was also a great

handcrafter. In Maharashtra there was special invitation for his grandfather in a prince courtier. They

had shown his art in front of the Maharaja and they settled there. For the certain period of time

dattaray had stood in Mumbai. He had worked for the film producing companies the companies are

Jemini, Prabhat for these companies he had provided or made ornaments, weapons for their

historical and religious films like Gokulcha chor, Ramrajya. He had made all ornaments and sets for

the world famous film “Mogal A Ajam” and he had got the...
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OTHER PRODUCTS

Ganesh Statue Mukut (Fates)

Murthi (Statue) Macha
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Retailer



CONTACT US

Rekha Art
Contact Person: Yerankollu Anant P

538/39, Uttar Kasaba, Vitthal Arcade Gala No. 1/2, Chaupad
Pune - 411037, Maharashtra, India
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